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1. Introduction

Commercially exploiting a forest which is home to some endangered species increases

the later�s probability of extinction. A temporary ban on logging may prevent or delay

extinction but implies foregone timber revenues. This paper uses real option theory to

address these issues, with an application to theRangifer tarandus caribou, an endangered

species in Labrador, Canada. Caribous are a crucial component of the social, economic,

and cultural lives of central Labrador�s Innus. As conservation measures, non-subsistence

and subsistence hunting were prohibited respectively in 1972 and in 2002. Despite this

protection e¤orts, the caribou population kept declining and was listed as threatened

under both the Endangered Species Act of Newfoundland and Labrador, and under

the Canadian Federal Species at Risk Act (Schmelzer et al. 2004). Nevertheless, it

is currently proposed to substantially develop logging in the region, with a view to

improve the livelihood of local communities (Labrador Department of Forest Resources

and Agrifoods, 2003).

Besides being fraught with uncertain and irreversible consequences, decisions to alter

current forest management are costly. The decision to initiate timber exploitation implies

investments such as road construction and equipment acquisition. Similarly, a decision

to interrupt logging implies a major disruption in economic activities and may require

various actions such as site rehabilitation and the relocation of some communities. As

a result, trading socioeconomic costs of preservation such as the loss of jobs and timber

revenues for ecological risks from logging is a fundamental challenge for the decision

maker.

Several papers use real options to deal with biodiversity protection or forest manage-

ment. Among others, Pindyck (2000) applied the real option theory to environmental

policy adoption; Conrad (2000) studied land use decisions; Insley (2002) treated forest

logging as the exercise of a real option; Kassar and Lasserre (2004) analyzed biodiver-

sity preservation decisions; Saphores (2003) studied the exploitation of an endangered

species; Saphores and Shogren (2005) showed how to optimize the use of pesticides.
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To our knowledge, this paper is the �rst one modelling a situation where exercise

decisions, rather than just changing or controlling some underlying state variable, a¤ects

the di¤usion process of that variable. The crucial state variable in this case is the forest

habitat of the Rangifer tarandus caribou. While there is little ecological data that could

be used to characterize the stochastic behavior of caribou populations directly, much

more is known about their habitat because of forestry research. The Rangifer tarandus

caribou lives in mature boreal forests. We use a landscape level disturbance simulation

model (Fall and Fall, 2001) to generate Monte Carlo habitat series re�ecting the local

conditions of the Labrador forest. These habitat series are then used to estimate the

habitat di¤usion process when logging is going on or when logging is banned.

The theoretical model establishes an optimal rule for interrupting or resuming log-

ging, as many times as desired to help prevent extinction, based on the current level

of habitat. Depending on the value that the community attributes to the caribous�ex-

istence, some levels of extinction risk are deemed acceptable. Logging is managed in

such a way as to optimize the trade o¤ between the extinction risk and economic prof-

its from timber production as, realistically, no human policy can protect the caribous

from extinction entirely. In our model, human actions only a¤ect the extinction risk by

a¤ecting the di¤usion process of the caribous�habitat.

Besides establishing optimal habitat thresholds for interrupting or resuming logging,

we describe the optimum policy in terms of the expected duration of each forestry regime

(logging or no logging) and in terms of the impact of regime changes on the caribous�

short-run extinction risk. Such information can help anticipate the impact of the optimal

policy on important components of social life such as the duration of forestry contracts

or the type of communities that logging may be expected to sustain in terms of duration

and continuity. We discuss how this optimum policy is a¤ected by the caribous�existence

value, the discount rate, and the costs to ban and to resume logging. We show that a

logging ban may be optimal only if the existence value of caribous not only matches

timber revenues but exceeds them by a certain premium. The reason is that caribous

constitute an asset whose existence is naturally threatened. A premium is then required
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to cover the risk of substituting timber revenues that are certain for the existence of

caribous over an uncertain time period.

When a ban is introduced it reduces the chosen extinction risk less signi�cantly

when the discount rate is high than when it is low. Indeed, extinction being a future

occurrence, it weighs less against the current cost of giving up logging when the discount

rate is high. Similarly if logging is banned the decision maker will accept a higher level

of risk when resuming logging if the discount rate is high.

Despite the e¤ectiveness of the optimal policy in reducing the extinction risk, the

bans are on average of short duration relative to logging periods. For the reasonable

parameters used in our computations, a logging ban introduced optimally decreases the

extinction risk by 80%; meanwhile, the expected duration of the ban is about 8 years

whereas the mean duration of a logging regime is around 86 years.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We continue in Section 2 with a brief

general analysis of habitat dependent endangered species and we present the dynamics

of habitat. Then in Section 3 we introduce the real option model and solve the decision

problem. We compute the mean duration of each forestry regime and de�ne the notion

of short-run extinction risk which is used further in the paper as a quantitative measure

of policy e¤ectiveness. As already mentioned, this policy consists in banning logging if

the habitat is dangerously low; and possibly resuming logging afterwards if habitat has

recovered su¢ ciently, as many times as required. Section 4 describes the empirical ap-

plication to the Rangifer tarandus caribous of Central Labrador (Canada) and Section 5

concludes.

2. The habitat of the endangered species

We consider a species that relies on its habitat for survival. In our application to the

Rangifer tarandus caribou this habitat is mature boreal forest. Various characteristics of

the habitat make its existence and integrity crucial for the survival of the species. It may

provide food and shelter, but also protection from predators and conditions favorable to

reproduction as well as protection against disease or parasites. In such circumstances
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biologists often �nd that a minimum habitat size is required if the species is to survive.

This critical value of the habitat level is referred to as the extinction threshold. Indeed,

habitat loss and fragmentation has been recognized to be the main threat to many

species�survival (Debinski and Holt, 2000). The extinction threshold depends mainly on

the species reproductive potential, mortality and emigration rates, but also on landscape

characteristics. There is no extinction threshold common to all species; it may vary from

less than 1% to over 99% of the habitat (Fahrig 2001). Generally, the extinction threshold

can be considered constant except in the two following cases.

The �rst case is related to metapopulations, that is to say to groups of spatially

separated populations of the same species. Recent studies have shown that the extinction

threshold may be low in such populations because of the rescue e¤ect induced by the

possibility for some populations to migrate towards the threatened populations (Brown

and Kodric-Brown 1977) thus postponing extinction. This may be a momentary e¤ect

though. Although the Rangifer tarandus caribous of Central Labrador are sometimes in

contact with their northern brothers, we assume that the rescue e¤ect can be considered

negligible.

The second case is when the habitat is highly fragmented. Habitat fragmentation

a¤ects the extinction threshold via the Allee e¤ect, under which the extinction threshold

is relatively higher when the habitat is highly fragmented. Fragmentation has little

impact on population persistence as long as the proportion of intact habitat remains

above 20% of habitat (Andrén 1994 and Fahrig 2001). The Allee e¤ect is negligible

in our application as the proportion of intact habitat is expected to remain well above

20%. In fact, according to the ecological conservation literature discussed in Morgan

et al. (2008), a landscape becomes inadequate as caribou habitat when it contains less

than 30% of intact old growth habitat. Under such circumstances, the caribous would

already be extinct when the habitat reached the 20% fragmentation threshold if this was

to happen. Thus the extinction habitat level can be considered as a known constant.

We measure habitat as the logarithm of the area (in hectares) covered with mature

trees, within the relevant forest district in Labrador. As other aspects of the forest, the
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surface occupied by mature trees evolves over time. It has a deterministic component

as it is subject to predictable biological changes, and a stochastic component because

biological growth is subject to random circumstances such as weather and other envi-

ronmental factors, and because of unpredictable natural disasters such as wildlife �res

and diseases.

The forest may be exploited for timber. Whether logging is allowed or not, the

level of habitat may decline to the extinction level because of the stochastic component

in its evolution. However, logging a¤ects habitat negatively, not only because mature

areas may be logged, but also because some trees may be cut when they reach �nancial

maturity even if they do not fall into the category of biologically mature trees. In other

words logging in areas other than caribou habitat a¤ect the �ow of trees entering the

habitat category over time. Such commercial activity reduces the average habitat level

and increases its probability to reach the extinction threshold.

Let ht denote the habitat level at time t. In order to model these characteristics, we

assume that ht follows an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck mean-reverting di¤usion process, whose

parameters depend on the forestry regime (logging allowed, i = a; or banned, i = b):

dht = �i (�i � ht) dt+ �idzit, i = a; b (1)

where dht represents the change in ht over a time interval dt and dzit is the increment

of a Wiener process. The long-run expected habitat level and the instantaneous vari-

ance of the process are respectively �i and �
2
i with E(ht) = �i + (h0 � �i)e��it and

var(ht) =
�2i
2�i
(1 � e�2�it), where �i > 0 is the speed of reversion (Dixit and Pindyck,

1994).

The stochastic component �idzit accounts for unpredictable natural variations due

to stochastic events such as wild �res, diseases, or temperature. Although occurrences

such as �res are discontinuous events at the micro level, and as such would be better

represented, e.g., by a Poisson process, the process that we are modelling pertains to

a large area where several occurrences of these discontinuous events are to be expected

over any relevant period. Consequently, the law of large numbers justi�es the use of a
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Gaussian white noise as an approximation.

The deterministic component �i (�i � ht) dt of the process describes what would hap-

pen in the absence of uncertainty. It vanishes when ht is equal to �i, which is the unique

and stable equilibrium in the absence of uncertainty. When ht is higher than the long-

run mean �i then �i (�i � ht) dt is negative, implying a reduction in habitat which may

be o¤set or reinforced by the stochastic component; when ht is lower than �i the oppo-

site is true. In both cases the deterministic speed of adjustment is proportional to the

gap �i � ht and to the speed of reversion �i. Since logging a¤ects habitat negatively on

average, �a must be lower than �b; the di¤erence �a � �b thus represents the e¤ect of

logging on the long-run mean level of the species habitat.

Clearly, the values of the parameters in the two alternative di¤usion processes de�ned

by (1) depend on empirical circumstances. However it should be noted that values of

�b below the extinction threshold he would be highly unlikely as the sole non stochastic

equilibrium of the process would then be extinction. Current existence of the species

would arise as a statistical aberration in a forest that had never been logged. In a forest

where logging were introduced recently, �a could be either lower or higher than he. In

the theoretical treatment of the model, we make the following assumption to rule out

irrelevant con�gurations.

Assumption 1 The long-run habitat level in the absence of logging �b strictly exceeds

the extinction habitat level he.

In the empirical application toRangifer tarandus Caribous, we �nd that �a = 12:7034

and �b = 13:4504. This means that the long-run expected habitat level under a per-

manent logging regime, and the long-run expected habitat level under a permanent

"no logging" regime respectively represent 29% and 62% of the total forest area of

1 117 327 hectares. Meanwhile, the extinction habitat level required to maintain the

Red Wine Mountains caribou population is estimated to be 30% of the expected area of

old growth forest (Morgan et al., 2008), which is 694 110 hectares (e�b = 694 110). The

extinction habitat level is thus 208 230 hectares or 19% of the total forest area; that is
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he = 12:2464. Consequently, even when logging is going on, the forest in our empirical

application tends to revert to a situation where the caribou habitat level exceeds the

extinction level. This needs not be true in other applications of the model.

3. The real option model

3.1 Objective function, decisions, and costs

We assume that the decision maker shares the objectives of the local community. She is

interested in revenues from logging but is concerned about the survival of the endangered

species. Logging provides a constant �ow of bene�ts ! except at times when it is banned.

This �ow is equal to the constant price of timber times the long-term sustained yield of

the forest. We assume that caribous provide a constant instantaneous utility �ow s as

long as they are in existence. This utility �ow vanishes if the species goes extinct1.

The decision maker has control over whether or not logging is allowed to take place at

any given time. As implied by the discussion on habitat dynamics she has no control over

logging intensity, which must be either zero, implying that the habitat follows process

(1) for i = b, or some exogenous positive level implying (1) for i = a2.

When logging is resumed after some interruption, a cost of Ia � 0 is incurred; this

corresponds to equipment and infrastructure expenditures, but also to social, informa-

tion, and consensus building costs. Similarly, when logging is interrupted, workers and

the community experience costs that extend from site rehabilitation to the necessity for

a signi�cant proportion of the logging community to �nd new jobs or to move to other

locations. We assume that the ban implies a lump cost Ib � 0. For simplicity, it is

assumed that neither Ia nor Ib depend on the length of any previous logging or ban

periods.

1It is possible to de�ne the instantaneous utility function as a concave and increasing function of
the habitat level; for instance u(h) = s(1 � e��(h�he)) where � is a positive constant. However, in
that case, the decision to ban logging does not only re�ect the extinction risk but also current and
future marginal and average utility e¤ects. This unduly complicates the analysis without bringing any
important intuition to light.

2Without di¢ culty, the complete logging ban regime can be replaced with a low intensity logging
regime.
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3.2 The extinction risk

The habitat di¤usion process de�ned by (1) is not only regular in the sense that the

probability for habitat to reach any other �nite level within the process interval over a

period of in�nite length is strictly positive (Karlin and Taylor, 1981 p. 158) but habitat

will reach any �nite level over an in�nite period with probability one. In particular,

extinction is certain under both forestry regimes in the very long run. However it must

be true that the probability of extinction over any �nite period is lower when logging is

banned (i = b) than when logging is going on (i = a). In order to evaluate the impact

of any rule governing logging on the risk of extinction it is thus necessary to do so over

a �nite period; in other words what is needed is a notion of short-run risk.

Consider a logging ban introduced at some relatively low level h < �b. If h reaches its

natural long-run mean level �b at least once after the introduction of the ban, extinction

remains certain in the very long run, but it has to be considered a natural occurrence.

Similarly, if at the same habitat level h the ban is not introduced and logging continues,

and if nonetheless habitat recovers to reach its long-run mean level �a at least once, it

can be argued that the failure to ban logging when h was at h did not cause extinction

in the short run. Thus, we de�ne the short run as the period until the long-run habitat

level is reached under either a logging regime (i = a) or under a logging ban (i = b).

Let P he;�ii (h) denote the probability for the habitat to reach the habitat level �i

before it reaches he given that the current habitat level is h and assuming that the

current logging regime (1) will be maintained forever for either i = a or i = b; that

is P he;�ii (x) = Pr[T
�i
i (x) < T hei (x)], where T

y
i (x) is the date at which habitat level

reaches y for the �rst time under forestry regime i given an initial habitat level of x

at time zero. If h > he � �i then P
he;�i
i (h) is zero because h cannot reach �i before

reaching he; if h � �i > he then P
he;�i
i (h) is unity because there is no way for h to reach

he without going through �i, and this is certain to happen. However, for h 2 [he; �i], h

may diminish and reach the extinction level he without reaching �i despite the fact that

it tends to revert to that long-run mean level. Such an outcome may be de�ned as short-
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run extinction under regime i. Its probability is Ri(h) = 1 � P he;�ii (h). The following

lemma allows one to compute the short-run extinction risk under regimes i = a; b.

Lemma 1 Let �i > he; then P
he;�i
i (h) is an increasing function of h over [he; �i] given

by

P
he;�i
i (h) = [Si(h)] [Si(�i)]

�1

where Si(h) =
R h
he
e
�i
�2
i

(x��i)2
dx is the scale function of the di¤usion process (1).

Proof. For short, let Pi(h) denote P
he;�i
i (h). Karlin and Taylor (1981) show that

if he < �i then for any h 2]he; �i[ where h follows the di¤usion process (1) and for a

su¢ ciently small time interval dt, Pi(h) = E [Pi(h+ dh)] + o(dt) orE [dPi(h)] = o(dt)

where the levels of h at time t and at time t + dt are respectively h and h + dh.

By applying Ito�s lemma to Pi(h) and the expectation operator to dPi(ht), we obtain

EdPi (h) =
�2i
2
P 00i (h)dt + �i (�i � h)P 0i (h)dt, 8h 2 ]he; �i[ where terms of smaller

order than dt are neglected. Combining these two results implies that Pi (h) satis�es the

di¤erential equation
�2i
2
P 00i (h) + �i (�i � h)P 0i (h) = 0 over ]he; �i[. Two boundary

conditions also apply: Pi(he) = 0 and Pi(�i) = 1. Integrating the di¤erential equation

gives Pi(h) =
R h
e

R x� 2�i(�i��)
�2
i

d�
dx. Let Si(h) =

R h
he
e
�
R x
�i

�i(�i��)
�2
i
=2

d�
dx, or equivalently

Si(h) =
R h
he
e
�i
�2
i

(x��i)2
dx. This function is known as the scale function of process (1)3.

The two boundary conditions imply that Pi(h) =
Si(h)
Si(�i)

. The scale function increases in

h implying that Pi(h) has the same property.

The notion of short-run risk just introduced has two major advantages. First it avoids

arbitrariness by relying on the concept of long-run equilibrium represented by �i in the

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: the short run ends the �rst time the process reaches its

long-run level. Second, it focuses on the down-side risk: in both regimes, the short-run

risk is appropriately zero when habitat is higher than its long-run level and is higher the

closer the extinction threshold.
3The process xt = S(ht) is said to be natural or canonical as its probability to hit x2 before x1 is

equal to x2�x
x2�x1 when its current level is x 2 [x1; x2] with x1 < x2. This justi�es the name given to the

function S(h) as it allows to convert its corresponding process into a natural one.
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For the purpose of comparing situations with logging and without logging, however,

this notion of short-run risk has the drawback of being regime speci�c. The risk does

culminate when h tends toward he under both regimes, which is a desirable property.

However, by de�nition, short-run risk is zero for h � �i; since �a < �b, this leads to the

paradox that Ra(h) = 0 < Rb(h) when �a � h < �b. A ban introduced at a relatively

high value of h might then result in a negative value of Ra(h) � Rb(h) and be falsely

interpreted as a deterioration in the risk situation. In that sense the measure understates

the risk improvement associated with the introduction of a ban at habitat values lower

than �b but too close to, or higher than, �a. In contrast, a drop in short-run extinction

at the introduction of a logging ban, that is to say a positive value of Ra(h) � Rb(h),

de�nitely indicates an improvement in the short-run risk situation. This is typically

what happens at habitat values su¢ ciently lower than �a. Since bans turn out to be

introduced at low habitat values as will become clear next when we establish the optimal

rule, the change in short-run extinction risk provides a proper measure of the impact of

the optimal policy.

3.3 Interrupting and resuming logging optimally

The solution of the general problem is an optimum rule consisting in interrupting logging,

and resuming logging, temporarily, as many times as desired according to the level

of caribou habitat. Suppose that logging is currently allowed; such logging may be

interrupted if habitat decreases to some low threshold level. If habitat recovers correctly,

then logging may be allowed again when it increases to some high threshold level. This

alternating pattern will go on for as long as the species is not extinct. Since the date

is of no relevance to these decisions, which obviously depend on the state variable only,

the problem is time autonomous.

Clearly it would not make economic sense to spend Ia to allow logging if the maximum

cumulative present value revenues from such a decision did not at least match the cost.

Thus we make this assumption to rule out irrelevant situations where logging would

never be resumed or introduced in the �rst place:
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Assumption 2 Ia � !=r.

Let Vi (h) be the forest value function when the forestry regime is i = a; b and the

species is not extinct. Precisely, during a ban on logging, habitat follows the di¤usion

process (1) for i = b, whose deterministic component pulls it toward �b, a higher long-

run mean than �a. The decision maker earns the �ow s of utility associated with the

existence of the endangered species, and holds the option to resume logging. That option

is to be exercised at cost Ia if and when habitat reaches a threshold hb whose optimal

value must be determined. Since, given enough time, the habitat is certain to reach any

positive �nite level, however high, and since at such high habitat level the gain from

maintaining a logging ban tends toward zero, it is certain by Assumption 2 that there

exists such a threshold hb at which the option to end the ban on logging should be

exercised. It is the smallest solution to the following problem which de�nes the forest

value function during a logging ban Vb (h), for any h 2]he; hb]:

Vb (h) = max
x�he

E

"Z Txb (h)

0

se�r�d� + e�rT
x
b (h) (Va (x)� Ia) jh0 = h

#
(2)

The following proposition characterizes the forest value function when the species is in

existence while logging is temporarily banned.

Proposition 1 When the species is not extinct and logging is banned temporarily,

1. There exists a �nite habitat level above which logging should be allowed. If the

ban is not to be lifted immediately, then the forest value function Vb(h) satis�es

Bellman equation

�2b
2
V 00b (h) + �b (�b � h)V 0b (h)� rVb(h) + s = 0; 8h 2]he; hb[ (3)

where hb > he is the �nite threshold value of h at which the ban is lifted. At hb, Vb

satis�es the value-matching condition

Vb(hb) = Va(hb)� Ia (4)
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the smooth-pasting condition

V 0b (hb) = V
0
a(hb) (5)

and the boundary condition

Vb(he) =
!

r
� Ia (6)

2. If the ban is to be lifted immediately, then

Vb (h) = Va (h)� Ia

Proof. 1. The existence of the �nite threshold hb follows from the argument just

preceding the proposition. Bellman equation, the smooth-pasting condition, and the

value-matching condition are obtained by standard methods. We sketch their derivation.

Using the law of iterative expectations, Vb(h) satis�es

Vb (h) = E

�
Edt

�R dt
0
se�r�d� +

R Thbb (h)

dt
se�r�d� + e�rT

hb
b (h) (Va (hb)� Ia)

��
for any h 2 ]he; hb[

and for any su¢ ciently small time interval dt; the habitat level is h0 = h at time zero

and hdt = h+ dh at time dt. As T
hb
b (h) = T hbb (h+ dh) + dt, neglecting terms of smaller

order than dt leads to

Vb (h) = sdt+ e
�rdtE

�
Edt

�R Thbb (h+dh)

0
se�r�d� + e�rT

hb
b (h+dh) (Va (hb)� Ia)

��
,

that is Vb (h) = sdt + e�rdtE [Vb(h+ dh)]. Applying Ito�s lemma to Vb(h+ dh) gives

Vb (h) = sdt+ e�rdtE

�
Vb(h) + V

0
b (h)dh+

1

2
V 00b (h)dh

2

�
. Using (1), one obtains equation (3)

by letting dt go to zero. The restriction to h 2]he; hb[ is obvious since he is absorbing

and hb is the exercise trigger. For the value-matching and smooth-pasting conditions

see, e.g. Dixit (1993). If he is reached despite the logging ban, the species goes extinct

and it is useless to continue the ban. Logging will be resumed if the cost of doing so does

not exceed the revenues; since no further ban will be forthcoming revenues are certain

to be !
r
so that Vb(he) = max(!r � Ia; 0) which equals

!
r
� Ia by Assumption 2.

2. The result stems directly from (2).

When logging is going on, the habitat di¤usion process (1) for i = a is pulling the

habitat level toward a lower long-run level than when logging is banned. The current

12



bene�t �ow stems from logging and from the existence value of the caribous. In addition,

the decision maker holds the option to ban logging. This option is not exercised as long

as the habitat level remains above some threshold denoted ha to be chosen optimally.

Suppose that such a threshold exists so that the option to ban is valuable, and consider

values of h higher than ha, implying that the option has not been exercised yet. Then the

forest value Va(h) is the sum of the expected value of the entitlement to the �ow s+ !,

and the value of the option to ban logging, de�ned for any h 2 [ha;+1[. Consequently,

ha is the highest solution (the �rst to be reached) to the following problem:

Va(h) = max
x�he

E

"Z Txa (h)

0

(s+ !) e�r�d� + e�rT
x
a (h) (Vb (x)� Ib) jh0 = h

#
(7)

It would not make economic sense to spend Ib to ban logging in an e¤ort to improve

the chance of survival if the maximum cumulative present value bene�ts from permanent

survival did not at least match that cost. In that case no �nite value of ha would solve

the maximization problem de�ned by (7). In that con�guration the extinction threshold

may be reached at some date T hea (h) without any ban being imposed before extinction;

the forest value is then the sum of the expected value of the entitlement to the �ow s+!

until T hea (h), and thereafter the proceeds from logging alone:

~Va(h) = E

"Z Thea (h)

0

(s+ !) e�r�d� +

Z +1

Thea (h)

!e�r�d� jh0 = h
#
; 8h 2 [he;+1[ (8)

As implied by the foregoing discussion, the following assumption is necessary but not

su¢ cient for logging ever to be banned:

Assumption 3 Ib � s=r.

Proposition 2 characterizes the value function when the species is in existence while

logging is temporarily allowed.

Proposition 2 Suppose that logging is allowed and that the species is not extinct.

1. If a �nite habitat threshold ha exists at which it is optimal to ban logging as soon

as h falls to that level then he < ha � hb. Furthermore, the forest value function

13



Va(h) is de�ned by (7) and satis�es Bellman equation

�2a
2
V 00a (h) + �a (�a � h)V 0a(h)� rVa(h) + s+ ! = 0; 8h 2]ha;+1[ (9)

along with the value-matching condition

Va(ha) = Vb(ha)� Ib (10)

the smooth-pasting condition

V 0a(ha) = V
0
b (ha) (11)

and the boundary condition

lim
h!+1

Va(h) =
s+ !

r
(12)

2. If there exists no threshold value ha > he at which it is optimal to ban logging

then the forest value function is ~Va(h) de�ned by (8) and satis�es the following

di¤erential equation

�2a
2
~V 00a (h) + �a (�a � h) ~V 0a(h)� r ~Va(h) + s+ ! = 0; 8h 2]he;+1[

with the two boundary conditions

~Va(he) =
!

r

lim
h!+1

~Va(h) =
s+ !

r

3. For any set of parameter values (! > 0; Ia � 0; Ib � 0) satisfying Assumption 2,

there exists a value s of s satisfying Assumption 3 such that ha exists for s � s

and does not exist for s < s.

4. If ha exists then ha = hb if and only if Ia = Ib = 0.

Proof. 1. To obtain the Bellman equation as well as the value-matching, smooth-

pasting, and boundary conditions, adapt the proof of Proposition 1. Note that he � ha

14



by de�nition and Vb (he) = !
r
� Ia by (6). A ban on harvesting when habitat reaches he

cannot bring any bene�t as the caribous go into extinction; consequently, if it exists, ha

must be strictly higher than he. The property ha � hb is a logical necessity. As shown

in Proposition 1 hb exists and de�nes a set [hb;+1[ of values at which it is optimal

to allow logging. Being the habitat level below which it is optimal to ban logging, ha

cannot exist unless ha � hb.

2. Again adapt the proof of Proposition 1 with the following di¤erence. Since there

is no optimization problem in the present con�guration, there is no Bellman equation.

However by de�nition,

~Va(h) = E
hR Thea (h)

0
(s+ !) e�r�d� +

R +1
Thea (h)

!e�r�d�
i
, 8h 2 [he;+1[;

then for any h 2]he;+1[ and for a su¢ ciently small time interval dt,
~Va(h) = E

h
Edt

hR Thea (h)

0
(s+ !) e�r�d� +

R +1
Thea (h)

!e�r�d�
ii
,

given that the habitat level is h0 = h at time zero and hdt = h+ dh at time dt.

~Va(h) = E
h
Edt

hR Thea (h+dh)+dt

0
(s+ !) e�r�d� +

R +1
Thea (h+dh)+dt

!e�r�d�
ii

or ~Va(h) = (s+ !) dt+ e�rdtE ~Va(h+ dh):

Thus the proof proceeds as in Proposition 1, though the implied di¤erential equation

is not a Bellman equation. Also, since expression (8) is not an optimization, there

are no value-matching or smooth-pasting conditions associated with it. The boundary

conditions are obvious given the discussion just preceding the proposition.

3. For any level of h, imposing a ban of any arbitrary duration increases the expected

extinction date and yields a bene�t that is proportional to s. The cost from the ban is Ib

plus the present value of foregone logging revenues; neither depend on s. Consequently

for a ban of any arbitrary duration, including a ban whose duration would be determined

by applying an optimal decision rule, bene�ts exceed costs at high levels of s and vice

versa. The existence of s follows by continuity.

4. Suppose ha exists and ha = hb; then (4) and (10) imply that Ia + Ib = 0;

consequently, Ia = Ib = 0, as Ia and Ib are non negative. Suppose now that ha exists

and that Ia = Ib = 0; then we show by contradiction that ha = hb. If ha 6= hb then

by Proposition 2:1, ha < hb. By (7), for any h 2 [ha; hb],
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Va(h) = E
hR Thaa (h)

0
(s+ !) e�r�d� + e�rT

ha
a (h)Vb (ha)

i
, or

Va(h) =
s+!
r

�
1� Ee�rThaa (h)

�
+ Vb (ha)Ee

�rThaa (h). As Va is strictly increasing on

[ha;+1[ and tends to s+!
r
at in�nity, then for any �nite habitat level eh 2 [ha; hb[,

Va(eh) < s+!
r
so that

Va(h) > Va(eh)�1� Ee�rThaa (h)
�
+ Vb (ha)Ee

�rThaa (h), or

Va(h) > Va(eh) + �Vb (ha)� Va(eh)�Ee�rThaa (h)
: . As ha is �nite, the last inequality must

hold for h = ha where T haa (ha) = 0 so that it implies Va(ha) > Vb (ha), a contradiction

as Vb (ha) = Va(ha) by (10).

In the con�guration of Proposition 2:1, there exists a threshold value ha such that,

if it is reached from above when logging is allowed, logging is banned. In the con�gura-

tion of Proposition 2:2, there exists no such threshold, so that the logging regime lasts

until h reaches he and extinction occurs. Logging continues thereafter, with the forest

value remaining constant at !
r
forever. Consequently there is one fewer variable to be

determined which explains why the number of equations characterizing the solution is

lower by one in Proposition 2:2 than in Proposition 2:1.

The above two propositions fully characterize the forest value functions and the

habitat thresholds. Precisely, Proposition 1 together with Proposition 2:1 characterize

Va and Vb together with the thresholds ha (end of logging) and hb (end of ban) in

con�gurations where logging bans are optimal if h becomes dangerously low. Meanwhile

Proposition 1 together with Proposition 2:2 characterize Va and Vb together with the

threshold hb in con�gurations where logging is never to be prohibited once allowed.

The �rst instance is perhaps more interesting as logging may be banned and resumed

several times. Proposition 2:3 indicates that it occurs at high values of the existence

value of the species, that is to say at values of s exceeding s. Intuitively, this is because,

for a ban to make sense, the bene�ts should outweigh the costs. The bene�ts result

from an increase in the duration of caribou survival, which is more valuable the higher

s. The costs consist of the cost of starting the ban Ib to which one must add the cost

of foregone logging revenues, which is more signi�cant, the higher !, and the cost of
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reintroducing logging if and when the ban is lifted. Thus the con�guration involving a

possible ban on logging is more likely to arise the higher s and the lower !.

Meanwhile, since extinction is possible, the contribution of caribou to cumulated

expected value is strictly lower than s
r
while logging�s contribution may reach !

r
if no ban

is ever introduced. However, the possibility to manage logging regimes and bans reduces

the opportunity cost of a logging ban to less than !
r
so that s should not necessarily

exceed ! in order the con�guration involving a possible ban on logging to arise. In our

application to Rangifer tarandus caribous though, it is found numerically that s should

exceed ! by more than 10% in order that con�guration to arise.

The optimal decision rule is illustrated in Figure 1. If the species is in existence

and logging is allowed, which is compatible with past applications of the optimal rule if

h 2 [ha;+1[, then logging should continue as long as the current habitat level, driven

by (1) for i = a, remains above ha (upper arrow); the forest value is then Va (h).

As soon as h falls down to ha, logging is banned at cost Ib and the forest value

becomes Vb (h); habitat is then driven by (1) with i = b. Logging remains banned as

long as the current habitat level is between he and hb (lower arrow). Although this

ban is favorable to habitat recovery, extinction may occur as it remains possible for h

to fall to he. If and when this happens, logging is resumed forever at cost Ia yielding

a forest value !
r
; the net present value of a forest reaching caribou extinction during a

logging ban is thus Vb(he) = !
r
�Ia as the cost of allowing logging must be incurred prior

to drawing bene�ts. Although habitat may recover and reach levels above he later on,

extinction is irreversible so that forest value remains at !
r
even at values of h exceeding

he once extinction has occurred4. However, when logging is banned, the probability that

the habitat level remains above he is higher than when logging is allowed, as h is driven

towards �b > �a by the non stochastic component of (1) for i = b. During a ban, habitat

is likely to increase and so does Vb (h) until hb is reached. At that habitat level the risk

of extinction no longer justi�es foregoing logging income and the option to end the ban

4If !r � Ia < 0, in violation of Assumption 2, logging is never resumed (in fact it was never worth
undertaking) and the forest has no value anymore after extinction.
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Figure 1: The decision rule and the value functions at alternative habitat levels when
logging is allowed or prohibited
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is exercised.

The introduction of a logging ban reduces the short-run risk of extinction. Just

before the ban, the short-run risk of extinction is Ra(ha); once logging is banned, the

risk becomes Rb(ha). Intuition suggests, and our numerical results con�rm, that ha

increases with the existence value of caribous: when s is higher, logging is interrupted

farther above the extinction level because the cost of extinction, which is the expected

value of being deprived from caribous, is higher. Raising ha, by reducing the probability

of extinction, reduces that cost. For the opposite reason, a rise in the cost of interrupting

logging justi�es accepting a higher risk of extinction in the hope of avoiding or postponing

that cost: ha diminishes when Ib increases. A rise in the cost of resuming has the same

e¤ect, although weakened because that cost is incurred in the future. As indicated in

Proposition 2:2 though, adjustments to changes in s, Ia or Ib can reach a limit: for any

given value of Ia and Ib, there is a value of s, s, below which ha no longer exists.

3.4 The mean durations of the forestry regimes

Besides the direct costs Ia and Ib of interrupting or resuming logging and besides e¤ects

on timber revenues, switching between alternative forestry regimes implies various social

disruptions that are likely to be more acute, the more frequent the switches. Longer

logging periods are probably better than short logging spikes for forest communities. In

any case the expected duration of logging regimes and bans is a crucial characteristic

of the optimal rule. The mean duration of a ban eTb is the expected time for h to hit
either hb or he when its current level is ha and it follows the di¤usion process (1), with

i = b. Similarly, the expected duration of a logging period eTa is the expected time for
the di¤usion process (1) to reach ha for the �rst time when its current level is hb and

when i = a.

Proposition 3 gives explicit expressions for the mean durations of each forestry

regime. In order to establish that proposition, we use the following lemma adapted

from Karlin and Taylor (1981). Let T h;hi (h) denote the date at which the di¤usion

process (1) hits either h or h (h < h) for the �rst time given that its current level
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h 2 [h; h]; that is T h;hi (h) = min(T hi (h); T
h
i (h)).

Lemma 2 The expected time for the regular di¤usion process (1) to reach either h or

h given its value h 2 [h; h] at time zero is ET h;hi (h)

= 2

(
P h;hi (h)

Z h

h

�
Si(h)� Si(�)

�
mi(�)d� +

�
1� P h;hi (h)

�Z h

h

(Si(�)� Si(h))mi(�)d�

)

where mi(h) =
1

�2iS
0
i(h)

denotes the speed density function of process (1) and P h;hi (h) =�R h
h
e
�i
�2
i

(x��i)2
dx

� �R h
h
e
�i
�2
i

(x��i)2
dx

��1
is the probability for the process to reach h before

h given its current level h.

Proof. Let eTi(h) denote ET h;hi (h). For h 2]h; h[ and for a su¢ ciently small time

interval dt, the di¤usion process (1) does not hit either h or h during a time inter-

val dt over which h evolves to h + dh; that is eTi(h) = dt + eTi(h + dh). By ap-

plying Ito�s lemma to eTi(h), one shows that eTi(h) satis�es the di¤erential equation
�2i
2
T 00i (h)+�i (�i � h)T 0i (h)+1 = 0. To solve that equation, use the canonical represen-

tation of the di¤erential in�nitesimal operator associated with the di¤usion process (1),

that is express
�2i
2
T 00i (h) + �i (�i � h)T 0i (h) as 1

2
d
dMi

h
dTi(h)
dSi(h)

i
with Mi(h) =

R h
mi(�)d�

where mi(h) =
1

�2iS
0
i(h)

is the speed density function of the di¤usion process (1)5. To

establish this canonical representation, note that the scale function Si(h) of (1) sat-

is�es by de�nition �i(�i�h)
�2i =2

= �S
00
i (h)

S0i(h)
. As the di¤erential equation at hand becomes

1
2

d
dMi

h
dTi(h)
dSi(h)

i
= � 1, it can be integrated successively. Clearly, two boundary condi-

tions apply: eTi(h) = eTi(h) = 0. For more details, see Karlin and Taylor (1981 p: 197).

To compute mi(h) =
1

�2iS
0
i(h)
, note that Si(h) =

R h
he
e
�i
�2
i

(x��i)2
dx by Proposition 1, so

that mi(h) =
1
�2i
e
� �i
�2
i

(h��i)2 .

Proposition 3 follows from Lemma 2 by noting that eTa = ET ha;+1a (hb), eTb = ET he;hbb (ha),

and that limh!+1 P
ha;h
a (hb) = 0.

Proposition 3 Suppose that the species is not extinct and that ha exists.
5The name of �speed density�can be justi�ed as follows: for a natural and regular di¤usion process

xt, "2m(x) is of the same order as the expected time for the process to leave the interval ]x� "; x+ "[
where x is its state at time zero and " is positive and small relative to x.
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1. The mean duration of a logging ban is

eTb = 2

�
P he;hbb (ha)

Z hb

ha

(Sb(hb)� Sb(�))mb(�)d�

+
�
1� P he;hbb (ha)

�Z ha

he

(Sb(�)� Sb(he))mb(�)

�
d�

2. The mean duration of a logging period is

eTa = 2Z hb

ha

(Sa(�)� Sa(ha))ma(�)d�

4. Optimal forest management rule and sensitivity analysis

4.1 Estimation of the stochastic process governing caribou habitat

The herd of Central Labrador�s Rangifer tarandus Caribous, also known as Red Wine

Mountains caribous, occupies an area of about two million hectares corresponding ap-

proximately to Labrador�s Forest District 19A, near Goose Bay, Newfoundland and

Labrador, Canada. Although non-subsistence hunting was prohibited in 1972, its popu-

lation declined signi�cantly from over 700 animals in the 1980�s to 151 by 1997 (Schaefer

et al. 2001). The species was listed as threatened in 2002 and subsistence hunting was

banned. With little other threats to their livelihood, it is believed that the caribous

hold a good prospect for survival. The main risk that they face is encroachments by

human activities and development on their habitat. Caribou habitat typically consists

of contiguous areas of old forest with minimal human disturbance (Schmelzer, 2004).

The town Happy Valley-Goose Bay has about 8; 000 aboriginal and non-aboriginal

inhabitants. The nearby Innu community of Sheshatshiu has a population of about

1; 600 people and lives on Forest District 19A. In the past, the Canadian Forces Base

in Goose Bay was a major source of local employment and socio-economic development

although bene�ts to the Innu Nation remain a contentious issue. Currently, the base

operates on a reduced scale. Caribou may not be as critical to the Innu community as

they once were but they are still central to their culture and highly valued. Labrador�s

Forest District 19A has never been commercially exploited in any signi�cant way. It is
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currently proposed to substantially develop logging in the region, a project jointly con-

ducted by the Innu Nation government and the Labrador Department of Forest Resources

and Agrifoods. The main impact on the caribou herd would be habitat destruction or

fragmentation.

Using a landscape level disturbance simulation model, the Spatially Explicit Land-

scape Event Simulator (SELES) due to Fall and Fall (2001), we generated caribou habi-

tat series simulating forest management with logging and without logging alternatively.

The SELES model is a grid-based, spatiotemporal model, that incorporates both land-

scape characteristics, plausible disturbances such as wild �res or infestations, and forest

management practices, to generate indicators of forest structure as it evolves over time.

For the purpose of this application, the logging regime is based on the rate of harvest

described in the forest management planning documents (Forsyth et al., 2003) for the

period 2003� 2023. The logging rate is assumed constant at 62 000 m3 per year, which

corresponds to the maximum sustainable yield. Being the main natural perturbation

a¤ecting caribou habitat, wild �res are the sole source of stochastic disturbance explicitly

introduced in the model. Based on the size and frequency of �res in the past thirty �ve

years (Morgan et al., 2008), the model is set to assume a �re rotation6 of 343 years.

Considering the slow rate of growth of the boreal forest (Fahrig 2001), we generate

Monte-Carlo habitat series that extend over one thousand years on ten-year intervals,

starting with current period 2003 � 2008 conditions. One such series for each forestry

regime is illustrated in Figure 2. One notes that extinction occurs after about six

hundred years in the sample curve with logging. No such event happens in the case

where logging is prohibited; however, while less probable in the short run, extinction

occurs with probability one over an in�nite period.

The analysis of the habitat series generated by SELES indicates that their autoregres-

sive correlation coe¢ cients are decreasing while their partial autoregressive correlation

coe¢ cients are negligible except for the �rst-order coe¢ cient. Consequently, both the

habitat series with logging (i = a) and without logging (i = b) can be assumed to be

6The �re rotation is the time required to burn a surface equivalent to the reference area.
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Figure 2: Two realizations of caribou habitat from the SELES landscape model (logging
and "no logging" regimes)
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Gaussian autoregressive processes of order 1 (AR1). We write them as discrete versions

of (1):

hit = �i(1� �i) + �iht�1 + �i"it; i = a; b (13)

with �i > 0, �i = e��i < 1, �2i = �2i
1�e�2�i
2�i

, and where "it is a standardized Gaussian

white noise (for more details, see Gouriéroux and Jasiak, 2001, chapter 11). Box-Pierce

and Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange multiplier tests validate this representation as they ex-

hibit uncorrelated error terms. The sample was used to estimate (13). The Maximum

Likelihood estimators are7:

Forestry Regime: logging allowed: i = a logging banned: i = b
Estimated values: mean st. dev. mean st. dev.
Long-run expected habitat : b�i 12:7034 0:00497 13:4504 0:00513

Speed of reversion (per decade): b�i 0:0575 0:011 0:0532 0:0106
Variance (per decade): b�i 0:0028 0:0028

According to the estimated parameters, logging a¤ects the long-run level of habitat

(c�a < b�b) as expected but has little e¤ect on the speed of reversion and on the volatil-
ity. Introducing logging causes the long-run level of caribou habitat to decrease from

694 110 ha to 328 860 ha (from 62% to 29% of the forest area), a drop of more than

50%.

As discussed in Section 2, a landscape becomes inadequate as caribou habitat when

less than 30% of old growth habitat is intact. In this context old growth habitat must

be interpreted as the expected long-run habitat level when logging is banned. Then the

level of habitat corresponding to caribou�s extinction can be estimated to be around

30% of e�b or 208 230 hectares, which is signi�cantly lower than the long-run habitat

level when logging is taking place; in logarithm, this translates to he = 12:2464, or 18%

of the forest area.
7Let T = 100 be the number of observations. For i = a; b, b�i = hiT , b�i =

� log
�PT

t=1(hit�hiT )(hi;t�1�hiT )PT
t=1(hit�hiT )

2

�
; and b�i2 = 2 b�i

1�e�2c�i b�i2 where hiT =
PT

t=1 hit
T , b�i2 = PT

t=1 b"2it
T , and

b"2it = hit � hiT � e� b�i �hi;t�1 � hiT �.
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4.2 Application of the real option model

Assuming constant timber prices, the �ow of logging revenues is constant. We set !

to unity, so that all monetary values in the model have to be multiplied by the actual

logging revenue �ow to give nominal dollar �gures. We use a discount rate of 5%. As

it is di¢ cult to get accurate estimations of the costs to ban and to resume logging, we

assume Ia and Ib to represent alternative percentages of logging revenues and conduct an

analysis of the decision rule�s sensitivity to that percentage. Unless otherwise mentioned,

Ia and Ib are both set to 10% of an hypothetical perpetuity !
r
from logging revenues,

that is Ia = Ib = 2 for ! = 1 and r = 5%.

The existence value of the caribous is a very important and controversial issue. While

some Innus consider the caribous to be priceless and their existence beyond evaluation,

some also consider that the very existence of the Innus as a distinct culture is compro-

mised by economic hardship. Logging and learning how to control that activity might

be one way toward survival and adaptation. While these views appear in contradiction

with each other, the model clari�es at least two points about the relative values of !

and s. The �rst one is that, by Proposition 1, there exists some upper threshold hb

above which logging should be allowed however high the existence value of the species.

The second point is that, by Proposition 2, it is possible for the existence value of the

caribous to be low enough with respect to logging revenues for a logging ban never to

be optimal. This relative value depends on all other parameters and can be computed;

in the current application, s must be higher than ! by more than 10% if logging is ever

to be banned. Consequently we describe the optimal decision rule for a range of s=!

values strictly above unity; as a base case and unless otherwise mentioned, s equals 10

times !.

The forest value functions Vb and Va are computed numerically as solutions to (3)�

(6) and (9) � (12) respectively by adapting the box method described in Zwillinger

(1998). Figure 3 represents the forest value function Va (h) for values of h above ha. The

threshold ha applies when it is crossed from the right to the left; it is equal to 12:2972
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which implies that logging is to be interrupted if habitat gets down to 219 082 hectares,

which is only 5% above the extinction level and dangerously close to it. The �gure also

illustrates the value-matching and smooth-pasting conditions that link Va (h) and Vb (h)

at ha. Since the value matching condition is Va (ha) = Vb (ha) � Ib and the relevant

function to the left of ha is Vb (h), the plain curve to the left of ha represents the forest

value function net of the cost of banning logging, Vb (h)� Ib.

Figure 3: Forest value and habitat threshold during a logging regime

Once logging has been banned, the forest value function is Vb (h) and this situation

continues as long as habitat does not cross, from the right, the extinction threshold he

or, from the left, the threshold hb at which logging should be resumed. That threshold
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is equal to 12:3567 or 232 513 hectares, which amounts to 12% more than the extinction

threshold. When hb is reached, logging is resumed at cost Ia and the forest value

function becomes Va (h) as long as habitat remains above ha. Figure 4 illustrates the

value-matching and smooth-pasting conditions between Vb (h) and Va (h)� Ia at hb.

Figure 4: Forest value and habitat threshold during a logging ban

As implied by Proposition 2:3, even if Assumptions 2 and 3 are satis�ed, there may

not exist any value of h compatible with current caribou existence at which a ban on

logging is optimal. However, while ha may not exist, hb always does. Both thresholds,

as well as the short-run extinction risks Ra(ha) and Rb(ha), vary with the existence

value of the caribous as represented by s. In the base case, the short-run extinction risk
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decreases from approximately Ra(ha) = 50% to Rb(ha) = 10% when logging is banned

at h = ha. This is a reduction of about 80%.

Figure 5 illustrates the sensitivity to s of the thresholds ha and hb, and of the short-

run extinction risks at the time logging is interrupted. The extinction risk curves are

decreasing as implied by Proposition 1. The curves describing ha and hb as functions of

s are rising. That is to say, at higher values of s, a logging regime is interrupted earlier

(ha is higher) and a ban on logging is ended later (hb is higher), than at low values

of s. When s is low, habitat is allowed to come closer to the extinction level before

logging is banned; however the banning threshold is strictly higher than he. As implied

by Proposition 2:3, ha does not exist for values of s below s; this critical species value

turns out to be 10% higher than ! and is associated with a threshold ha which exceeds

he by only 0:5%; indeed the risk of extinction is allowed to become as high as 82% before

logging is interrupted.

Figure 6 applies Proposition 3 to compare the mean duration of a ban with the mean

duration of a logging regime at various levels of s. In the base case, when s = 10!, the

former is about 8 years while the latter is around 86 years; furthermore this di¤erence

in favor of logging increases as s increases. Meanwhile, as the �gure also indicates, the

relative change in extinction risk when a ban is introduced is quite drastic, at about

80% in the base case, and rising with s. This means that a policy optimally designed

to protect the caribous by banning logging temporarily is quite attractive as it does not

require long banning periods while it drastically reduces the risk of extinction8.

The longer expected duration of logging regimes stems from the fact that such regimes

apply at higher habitat values: h 2 [ha;+1[. Since �a 2 [ha;+1[, this means that

the interval includes values where the deterministic component of the habitat�s motion

is zero or small; at higher values, the motion may be fast but no regime change may

occur. Thus h tends to stay for extended periods in that regime. In contrast, bans

involve values of h in [he; hb]; as hb turns out to be lower than �b, this means that bans

8This property emerges from the numerical analysis and appears to be robust to the range of para-
meters that we have considered.
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Figure 5: Habitat triggers (left-hand scale) and short-run extinction risk (right-hand
scale) according to species value
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Figure 6: Mean duration of forestry regimes (left-hand scale) and impact of a ban on
short-run extinction risk (right-hand scale) according to species value
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are associated with relatively fast changes in habitat, so that they do not last on average

as long as logging regimes do.

It is also surprising at �rst to see that the mean duration of logging regimes increases

with s. Indeed, since ha increases with s it takes less time, the higher s, for habitat to

reach ha from any level h > ha; this factor reduces the expected duration of logging

at higher values of s: However, since hb also increases with s, logging is introduced at

higher levels of h, the higher s; this means that it takes longer for h to reach from hb any

given level below hb; this factor increases the expected duration. Furthermore hb being

closer to �b, the higher s, logging starts in a zone where h is not moving fast, and more

so, the higher s. Together these last two factors dominate the �rst one and explain why

the mean duration of logging regimes increases with the existence value of the species.

The next two �gures illustrate the impact of the discount rate. Figure 7 demon-

strates its impact on ha, hb, and on the short-run extinction risk at the time logging is

interrupted. Higher discount rates require logging to be resumed earlier and banning to

occur later as both ha and hb decrease when the discount rate increases. In both cases, a

higher discount rate reduces the weight assigned to future extinction so that it promotes

risk taking.

Figure 8 illustrates the sensitivity to the discount rate of the expected logging and

ban durations. The expected duration of a logging period decreases as ha and hb become

closer to each other as a result of the increase in r; similarly the expected duration of a

ban decreases as hb becomes closer to he.

The costs of interrupting or reintroducing logging are other factors a¤ecting thresh-

olds and optimal short-run risks of extinction. Figure 9 depicts how the habitat thresh-

olds and extinction risks hb and ha vary according to Ia and Ib. When Ib increases, the

decision to ban is delayed so that ha becomes closer to the extinction level he. Simi-

larly, when Ia increases, the decision to resume logging is delayed and hb increases. The

costs Ia or Ib are incurred at the time the change in logging regime is implemented and

their e¤ect is intuitively obvious. However another, indirect, cost of a change in logging

regime is the cost that will be incurred in the future when a new regime change is called
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Figure 7: Habitat thresholds (left-hand scale) and short-run extinction risk (right-hand
scale) according to the discount rate
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Figure 8: Mean duration of each forestry regime according to discount rate
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for. If the cost of reverting in the future to the logging regime being abandoned is high,

the decision will be postponed. This means, e.g., that an increase in Ib not only reduces

ha but also raises hb. The �gure does not separate such secondary e¤ect from the direct

e¤ect as Ia and Ib are taken to be equal and vary together as a percentage of !=r.

Figure 9: Habitat triggers (left-hand scale) and short-run extinction risk (right-hand
scale) according to the costs of interrupting or resuming logging

Finally, Figure 10 illustrates the extent to which adopting the optimal management

rule described in this paper increases forest value relative to the value achieved under

two alternative, sub-optimal, policies. The �rst alternative consists in allowing logging

forever while the second alternative consists in banning logging forever as long as the

species is in existence, and introduce logging if it becomes extinct. In order the alter-
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native value curves to be comparable, we assume that the initial situation is such that

no logging is going on. Introducing logging consequently requires the initial outlet Ia

whether this is a permanent change or a temporary one. On the contrary, the permanent

ban policy does not involve any expenditure.

Under the optimal policy, the initial logging ban continues until either habitat falls

to the extinction threshold (then logging is resumed forever), or habitat increases to

hb (then logging is allowed and goes on as long as habitat remains above ha). The

continuous curves represent the corresponding value function.

Allowing logging forever amounts to giving up the option to protect the species; this

option is less valuable when habitat is abundant and the species is not immediately

threatened. The forest value function corresponding to that policy is ~Va(h), de�ned by

(8) and characterized in Proposition 2:2. It is lower than the optimum value function

and approaches it when h tends to in�nity. At �nite habitat values, the di¤erence is

strict; for example, the optimum policy increases forest value by 11% over the permanent

logging policy when h = ha.

The policy of banning logging until extinction is a lesser mistake when habitat is low

because the optimal policy then requests to prohibit logging anyway, at least temporarily.

In fact, when h tends toward the extinction threshold, the value achieved by a permanent

ban tends toward that achieved by the optimal policy. This is because, in case of

extinction, logging is introduced or reintroduced in both cases. The forest value function

arising from a permanent ban policy is:

~Vb(h) = E

"Z Theb (h)

0

se�r�d� + e�rT
he
b (h)

�!
r
� Ia

�
jh0 = h

#
; 8h 2 [he;+1[

One can show that it must solve

�2b
2
~V 00b (h) + �b (�b � h) ~V 0b (h)� r ~Vb(h) + s = 0; 8h 2]he;+1[

with the two boundary conditions:

~Vb(he) =
!

r
� Ia
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lim
h!+1

~Vb(h) =
s

r

When h = hb, the optimal policy yields 7% more than a permanent ban; when h tends

toward in�nity, it yields 9% more.

Figure 10: Comparing forest values under the optimal policy, under a permanent ban,
and under permanent logging

5. Conclusion

The real options model that we have presented applies when human activity may a¤ect

a species or a natural site adversely. It optimizes the trade-o¤ between the bene�ts

associated with this activity and the risks involved for the natural environment. Partial

or total irreversibility is present not only as extinction is �nal but also as policy changes
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are costly to introduce and to undo. Uncertainty a¤ects the evolution of the species or

site.

In the empirical application that we have presented, the habitat of the species is a

stochastic variable which is currently observable but whose future level is unknown. The

objective of the decision maker is to maximize expected future bene�ts from the forest,

that is to say bene�ts derived from the existence of the endangered species and bene�ts

derived from timber exploitation.

The sole instrument to achieve this objective is the discretion to ban logging if

habitat becomes dangerously low, and to resume logging if habitat recovers su¢ ciently.

Besides the obvious e¤ect on wood harvest, such changes in the logging regime a¤ect

the stochastic process governing habitat. In the empirical application presented in the

paper the stochastic process was estimated by Monte Carlo methods for each regime.

Given the uncertainty surrounding the future, the decisions to authorize or to ban

logging are not speci�ed in advance; what is speci�ed by solving the optimization prob-

lem is a rule to be followed in the future and according to which the current logging

regime is maintained or interrupted depending on the current habitat level. As usual in

real options models, the optimal rule takes advantage of uncertainty in such a way as to

increase exposure to favorable outcomes (when the habitat grows more than expected),

while seeking protection from unfavorable outcomes (low habitat levels). Interrupting

logging when habitat is dangerously low does not guarantee that extinction will not

occur but reduces its probability, thus providing (partial) protection against that un-

favorable outcome. In that respect the model just presented is a rigorous application

of the precautionary principle. It does not rule out risk taking, but agrees with the

conventional wisdom that decisions should bend the distribution of risk a community is

exposed to in such a way as to reduce the probability of irreversible catastrophes.

Whether the current regime allows or prohibits logging, there is a well de�ned prob-

ability of extinction over any �nite horizon, and that probability is higher, the closer

habitat is to the extinction level. The decision rule established in the paper optimizes

the trade-o¤ between the risk of extinction and the bene�ts derived from logging. We
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have described it in terms of the habitat levels that trigger logging bans or resumptions,

but also in terms of the risks of extinction, and in terms of the value derived by the

community from the forest. We have also compared the forest value achieved by using

the optimal policy to the values implied by less sophisticated policies; the gain is of the

order of 10% at empirically relevant habitat levels. Such magnitudes provide alternative,

perhaps more intuitive, descriptions of the optimal policy, as also do the mean durations

of each regime. Whatever the way the optimal policy is examined, it appears to provide

an attractive and simple solution to the problem of protecting a species while not giving

up other bene�ts altogether.

The existence value of the endangered species is central to the model and determines

the risk of extinction implied by the optimum rule. While the existence value is always

di¢ cult to estimate and controversial, to the point that stakeholders frequently deny

that it is even amenable to any form of estimation, the same actors are often willing to

consider risks of extinction and to evaluate the e¤ect of policy decisions on such risks. By

making explicit the relationship between existence value and the willingness to increase

the extinction risk under the optimal policy, our model can also be viewed, and used, as

a way to infer a species valuation from the willingness to take risks with respect to its

survival.
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